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Handcrafted, radical, and subversive, these custom cars are designed and made by a small
number of specialists
Through journal entries, sixteen-year-old Miranda describes her family's struggle to
survive after a meteor hits the moon, causing worldwide tsunamis, earthquakes, and
volcanic eruptions.
Shelby Mustang details the entire story of these fantastic cars, from the early
prototypes built in Shelby's Los Angeles shop to today's Ford-engineered high-tech
performers. Written by one of the world's foremost authorities on Shelby automobiles,
critically acclaimed author Colin Comer, and with a foreword by Lee Iacocca, the American
automobile executive credited with the successful development of the Mustang, this is the
definitive account of the Shelby. When Ford wanted to toughen up its super-successful new
Mustang, they approached Carroll Shelby to give it the performance image it so sorely
lacked. Beginning with a 1965 "K-Code" 289-cubic-inch-powered Mustang fastback, Shelby
applied the same formula that had made his Cobra sports cars such devastating performers
both on and off the track: more horsepower, less weight, balanced handling. The GT350
quickly established itself as a bonafide force in SCCA B-Production racing, twisting back
roads, and boulevards alike—setting the course for future Shelby Mustangs, like the bigblock GT500. Though those original Shelby Mustangs were done by 1970, Ford dusted off its
Shelby relationship in 2006 and has been producing high-performance Ford Mustang Shelbys
ever since. This is a must-have read for any fan of American performance cars, whether
you're a muscle-era original or a 21st-century stormer.
Theory into Practice
The Drive
Native and Spanish New Worlds
BRW
Custom Cars and Their Builders
The Total Performance Pony Car
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Om den danske opdagelsesrejsende Vitus Bering (1681-1741) og om hans rejser fra Sibirien til Nordamerika og Alaska
SUVs have taken over America's roads. Ad campaigns promote them as safer and "greener" than ordinary cars and easy
to handle in bad weather. But very little about the SUV's image is accurate. They poorly protect occupants and inflict
horrific damage in crashes, they guzzle gasoline, and they are hard to control. Keith Bradsher has been at the forefront in
reporting the calamitous safety and environmental record of SUVs, including the notorious Ford-Firestone rollover
controversy. In High and Mighty, he traces the checkered history of SUVs, showing how they came to be classified not as
passenger cars but as light trucks, which are subject to less strict regulations on safety, gas mileage, and air pollution. He
makes a powerful case that these vehicles are even worse than we suspect--for their occupants, for other motorists, for
pedestrians and for the planet itself. In the tradition of Unsafe at Any Speed and Fast Food Nation, Bradsher's book is a
damning exposé of an industry that puts us all at risk, whether we recognize it or not.
Do you know your Number? What happens if you don't make it to your Number? Do you have a plan? The Number is no
ordinary finance book—it offers an intriguing and entertaining tour of weath gurus, life coaches, and financial advisers, and
our hopes and fears for the future. The result is a provocative field guide to your psyche and finances and an urgently
useful book for anyone over thirty. The often-avoided, anxiety-riddled discussion about financial planning for a secure
and fulfilling future has been given a new starting point in The Number by Lee Eisenberg. The buzz of professionals and
financial industry insiders everywhere, the Number represents the amount of money and resources people will need to
enjoy the active life they desire, especially post-career. Backed by imaginative reporting and insights, Eisenberg urges
people to assume control and responsibility for their standard of living, and take greater aim on their long-term
aspirations. From Wall Street to Main Street USA, the Number means different things to different people. It is constantly
fluctuating in people’s minds and bank accounts. To some, the Number symbolizes freedom, validation of career
success, the ticket to luxurious indulgences and spiritual exploration; to others, it represents the bewildering and
nonsensical nightmare of an impoverished existence creeping up on them in their old age, a seemingly hopeless
inevitability that they would rather simply ignore than confront. People are highly private and closed-mouthed when it
comes to discussing their Numbers, or lack thereof, for fear they might either reveal too much or display ineptitude. In
The Number, Eisenberg describes this secret anxiety as the “Last Taboo,” a conundrum snared in confusing financial
lingo. He sorts through the fancy jargon and translates the Number into commonsense advice that resonates just as
easily with the aging gods and goddesses of corporate boardrooms as it does with ordinary people who are beginning to
realize that retirement is now just a couple of decades away. Believing that the Number is as much about self-worth as it
is net worth, Eisenberg strives to help readers better understand and more efficiently manage all aspects of their life,
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money, and pursuit of happiness.
Chicago Tribune Index
Ragtime
The Dangerous Rise of the SUV
Consumption and Wealth in Luke's Travel Narrative
A Drama of the American Workplace
Contemporary Authors New Revision Series
A practical guide to thinking about money and faith, with a wide selection of excellent essays from authors such as Dave Berry, Walter
Brueggemann, Henri Nouwen, and Maria Harris. Also contains a comprehensive study guide within the book for groups and in
Again and again in the nation s history, presidents of the United States have faced the dramatic challenge of domestic insurrection and
sought ways to reconcile with the rebels afterward. This book is the first comprehensive study of how presidential mass pardons have
helped put such conflicts to rest. Graham G. Dodds examines when and why presidents have issued mass pardons and amnesties to deal
with domestic rebellion and attempt to reunite the country. He analyzes how presidents have used both deeds and words̶proclamations of
mass pardons and persuasive rhetoric̶in order to foster political reconciliation. The book features in-depth case studies of the key
instances of mass pardons in U.S. history, beginning with George Washington s and John Adams s pardoning participants in armed
insurrections in Pennsylvania in the 1790s. In the nineteenth century, James Buchanan, Benjamin Harrison, and Grover Cleveland issued
pardons to Mormon insurrectionists and polygamists, and Abraham Lincoln and Andrew Johnson pardoned Confederates both during and
after the Civil War. Most recently, Dodds considers Gerald Ford s clemency and Jimmy Carter s amnesty of Vietnam War resisters.
Beyond exploring these events, Mass Pardons in America offers new perspectives on the president s pardon power, unilateral presidential
actions, and presidential rhetoric more broadly. Its implications span fields including political history, presidential studies, and legal history.
A New York Times Notable Book of 2020 Longlisted for the National Book Award Winner of the PEN/E.O. Wilson Literary Science Writing
Award and the Minnesota Book Award for General Nonfiction A Finalist for the Stanford Dolman Travel Book of the Year Award Winner of
the Peace Corps Worldwide Special Book Award A Best Book of the Year: NPR, The Wall Street Journal, Smithsonian, Minneapolis StarTribune, The Globe and Mail, The BirdBooker Report, Geographical, Open Letter Review Best Nature Book of the Year: The Times (London)
"A terrifically exciting account of [Slaght's] time in the Russian Far East studying Blakiston s fish owls, huge, shaggy-feathered, yelloweyed, and elusive birds that hunt fish by wading in icy water . . . Even on the hottest summer days this book will transport you. ̶Helen
Macdonald, author of H is for Hawk, in Kirkus I saw my first Blakiston s fish owl in the Russian province of Primorye, a coastal talon of
land hooking south into the belly of Northeast Asia . . . No scientist had seen a Blakiston s fish owl so far south in a hundred years . . .
When he was just a fledgling birdwatcher, Jonathan C. Slaght had a chance encounter with one of the most mysterious birds on Earth.
Bigger than any owl he knew, it looked like a small bear with decorative feathers. He snapped a quick photo and shared it with experts.
Soon he was on a five-year journey, searching for this enormous, enigmatic creature in the lush, remote forests of eastern Russia. That first
sighting set his calling as a scientist. Despite a wingspan of six feet and a height of over two feet, the Blakiston s fish owl is highly elusive.
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They are easiest to find in winter, when their tracks mark the snowy banks of the rivers where they feed. They are also endangered. And so,
as Slaght and his devoted team set out to locate the owls, they aim to craft a conservation plan that helps ensure the species survival. This
quest sends them on all-night monitoring missions in freezing tents, mad dashes across thawing rivers, and free-climbs up rotting trees to
check nests for precious eggs. They use cutting-edge tracking technology and improvise ingenious traps. And all along, they must keep
watch against a run-in with a bear or an Amur tiger. At the heart of Slaght s story are the fish owls themselves: cunning hunters, devoted
parents, singers of eerie duets, and survivors in a harsh and shrinking habitat. Through this rare glimpse into the everyday life of a field
scientist and conservationist, Owls of the Eastern Ice testifies to the determination and creativity essential to scientific advancement and
serves as a powerful reminder of the beauty, strength, and vulnerability of the natural world.
Automotive News
A Novel
Business Review Weekly
Car
Rene Leys
Scott's Fatal Antarctic Expedition
This new edition, which is being reissued in a more artistic format and with many additional illustrations, updates the original text and
adds a chapter showing what progress has been made in the ecological management of landscapes over the past decade."--BOOK
JACKET.
In response to the escalating need for up-to-date information on writers, Contemporary Authors® New Revision Series brings researchers
the most recent data on the worlds most-popular authors. These exciting and unique author profiles are essential to your holdings
because sketches are entirely revised and up-to-date, and completely replace the original Contemporary Authors® entries. For your
convenience, a soft-cover cumulative index is sent biannually.
“The best mingling of history with historical magic that I have ever seen.”—Gene Wolfe In a snowbound inn high in the Alps, four people
meet who will alter fate. A noble Byzantine mercenary . . . A female Florentine physician . . . An ageless Welsh wizard . . . And Sforza, the
uncanny duke. Together they will wage an intrigue-filled campaign against the might of Byzantium to secure the English throne for
Richard, Duke of Gloucester—and make him Richard III. Available for the first time in nearly two decades, with a new introduction by New
York Times-bestselling author Scott Lynch, The Dragon Waiting is a masterpiece of blood and magic. “Had [John M. Ford] taken The
Dragon Waiting and written a sequence of five books based in that world, with that power, he would’ve been George R.R. Martin.” —Neil
Gaiman At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Business Review
The Wall Street Journal
The National Jury Verdict Review and Analysis
The Seabury Booksrch for Enough
A Search for Environmental Harmony
Rebellion, Presidential Amnesty, and Reconciliation
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Details the expedition of Robert Falcon Scott and his British team to the South Pole in 1912.
The decision by the British Raj in 1917 to permit Indians into the Indian Army's officer corps was a key turning point in modern
South Asian military history. This book analyzes the political, military, and ideological factors in the forgotten hundred-year-long
debate culminating in this ruling.
In this entrancing story of spiritual adventure, a Westerner in Peking seeks the mystery at the heart of the Forbidden City. He takes
as a tutor in Chinese the young Belgian René Leys, who claims to be in the know about strange goings-on in the Imperial Palace:
love affairs, family quarrels, conspiracies that threaten the very existence of the empire. But whether truth-teller or trickster, the
elusive and ever-charming René presents his increasingly dazzled disciple with a visionary glimpse of " an essential palace built
upon the most magnificent foundations."
A Quest to Find and Save the World's Largest Owl
Book Review Digest
Lemon-Aid New Cars and Trucks 2013
High and Mighty
A Completely Different Way to Think About the Rest of Your Life
The Island of the Day Before

A novel that is part historical and part modern contracts the lofty goals of the pioneers
that settled a peninsula in Washington State with the trivial pursuits of its present-day
inhabitants. By the author of All About Lulu.
Each Haynes Manual is based on a complete teardown and rebuild of the specific vehicle.
Features hundreds of "hands-on" photographs taken of specific repair procedures in
progress. Includes a full chapter on scheduled owner maintenance and devotes a full
chapter to emissions systems. Wiring diagrams are featured throughout.
Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100 best novels of all time Published in
1975, Ragtime changed our very concept of what a novel could be. An extraordinary
tapestry, Ragtime captures the spirit of America in the era between the turn of the
century and the First World War. The story opens in 1906 in New Rochelle, New York, at
the home of an affluent American family. One lazy Sunday afternoon, the famous escape
artist Harry Houdini swerves his car into a telephone pole outside their house. And
almost magically, the line between fantasy and historical fact, between real and
imaginary characters, disappears. Henry Ford, Emma Goldman, J. P. Morgan, Evelyn Nesbit,
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Sigmund Freud, and Emiliano Zapata slip in and out of the tale, crossing paths with
Doctorow's imagined family and other fictional characters, including an immigrant peddler
and a ragtime musician from Harlem whose insistence on a point of justice drives him to
revolutionary violence.
Bering
Redesigning the American Lawn
National Library Service Cumulative Book Review Index, 1905-1974: Authors. [A-Z
The Coldest March
A True Story of Myth, Madness and Greed
Indianization, the Officer Corps, and the Indian Army
Retells the life of the legendary African American hero who raced against a steam drill to cut through a mountain.
Krakauer’s page-turning bestseller explores a famed missing person mystery while unraveling the larger riddles it holds: the profound pull of
the American wilderness on our imagination; the allure of high-risk activities to young men of a certain cast of mind; the complex, charged
bond between fathers and sons. "Terrifying... Eloquent... A heart-rending drama of human yearning." —New York Times In April 1992 a young
man from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to Alaska and walked alone into the wilderness north of Mt. McKinley. He had given $25,000 in
savings to charity, abandoned his car and most of his possessions, burned all the cash in his wallet, and invented a new life for himself. Four
months later, his decomposed body was found by a moose hunter. How Christopher Johnson McCandless came to die is the unforgettable
story of Into the Wild. Immediately after graduating from college in 1991, McCandless had roamed through the West and Southwest on a
vision quest like those made by his heroes Jack London and John Muir. In the Mojave Desert he abandoned his car, stripped it of its license
plates, and burned all of his cash. He would give himself a new name, Alexander Supertramp, and, unencumbered by money and belongings,
he would be free to wallow in the raw, unfiltered experiences that nature presented. Craving a blank spot on the map, McCandless simply
threw the maps away. Leaving behind his desperate parents and sister, he vanished into the wild. Jon Krakauer constructs a clarifying prism
through which he reassembles the disquieting facts of McCandless's short life. Admitting an interst that borders on obsession, he searches
for the clues to the drives and desires that propelled McCandless. When McCandless's innocent mistakes turn out to be irreversible and fatal,
he becomes the stuff of tabloid headlines and is dismissed for his naiveté, pretensions, and hubris. He is said to have had a death wish but
wanting to die is a very different thing from being compelled to look over the edge. Krakauer brings McCandless's uncompromising pilgrimage
out of the shadows, and the peril, adversity, and renunciation sought by this enigmatic young man are illuminated with a rare
understanding--and not an ounce of sentimentality. Mesmerizing, heartbreaking, Into the Wild is a tour de force. The power and luminosity of
Jon Krakauer's stoytelling blaze through every page.
Spanish-led entradas—expeditions bent on the exploration and control of new territories—took place throughout the sixteenth century in what is
now the southern United States. Although their impact was profound, both locally and globally, detailed analyses of these encounters are
notably scarce. Focusing on several major themes—social, economic, political, military, environmental, and demographic—the contributions
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gathered here explore not only the cultures and peoples involved in these unique engagements but also the wider connections and disparities
between these borderlands and the colonial world in general during the first century of Native–European contact in North America. Bringing
together research from both the southwestern and southeastern United States, this book offers a comparative synthesis of Native–European
contacts and their consequences in both regions. The chapters also engage at different scales of analysis, from locally based research to
macro-level evaluations, using documentary, paleoclimatic, and regional archaeological data. No other volume assembles such a wide variety
of archaeological, ethnohistorical, environmental, and biological information to elucidate the experience of Natives and Europeans in the early
colonial world of Northern New Spain, and the global implications of entradas during this formative period in borderlands history.
Into the Wild
The Golden Spruce
Mass Pardons in America
Ford Pick-ups and Expedition, Lincoln Navigator Automotive Repair Manual
John Henry
Business Periodicals Index

Traces the development of the 1996 Ford Taurus, and describes the interactions between designers, engineers, marketers, accountants, and
manufacturing staff
The Golden Spruce is the story of a glorious natural wonder, the man who destroyed it, and the fascinating, troubling context in which his act
took place. A tree with luminous glowing needles, the golden spruce was unique and, biologically speaking, should never have reached maturity;
Grant Hadwin, the man who cut it down, was passionate, extraordinarily well-suited to wilderness survival, and to some degree unbalanced. But
as John Vaillant shows, the extraordinary tree stood at the intersection of contradictory ways of looking at the world; the conflict between them
is one reason it was destroyed. Taking in history, geography, science and spirituality, this book raises some of the most pressing questions facing
society today. The golden spruce stood in the Queen Charlotte Islands (Haida Gwaii), an unusually rich ecosystem where the normal lines
between species blur. Without romanticizing, Vaillant shows that this understanding is typified by the Haida, the native people who have lived
there for millennia, and for whom the golden spruce was an integral part of their history and mythology. But seen a different way, the golden
spruce stood in block 6 of Tree Farm License 39. Grant Hadwin had worked as a remote scout for timber companies. But over time Hadwin
was pushed into a paradox: the better he was at his job, the more the world he loved was destroyed. On January 20, 1997, with the temperature
near zero, Hadwin swam across the Yakoun River with a chainsaw. He tore into the golden spruce, leaving it so unstable that the first wind
would push it over. A few weeks later, Hadwin set off in a kayak across the treacherous Hecate Strait to face court charges. He has not been
heard from since. Vaillant describes Hadwin’s actions in engrossing detail, but also provides the complex environmental, political and
economic context in which they took place. The Golden Spruce forces one to ask: can the damage our civilization exacts on the natural world
be justified?
Black Newspapers IndexCarA Drama of the American WorkplaceW. W. Norton & Company
The Forgotten Debate, 1817–1917
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Shelby Mustang
The Russian Discovery of America
Critical Design and Effective Tools for E-Learning in Higher Education: Theory into Practice
Money and Faith
West of Here

"The aim of this book is to bring together best practice in the development and use of E-Learning tools
and technologies to support academic staff and faculty in universities, further education, and higher
education institutes"--Provided by publisher.
While several recent studies have suggested that the Gospel of Luke recommends generous almsgiving or
a relatively benign sharing ethic that mimics existing redistibutive measures in early Roman Palestine,
this book argues that a much more subversive reading of the Gospel's wealth and possessions traditions
is defensible.
A 17th century Italian nobleman is marooned on an empty ship in this “astonishing intellectual journey"
by the author of Foucault’s Pendulum (San Francisco Chronicle). In the year 1643, a violent storm in the
South Pacific leaves Roberto della Griva shipwrecked—on a ship. Swept from the Amaryllis, he has
managed to pull himself aboard the Daphne, anchored in the bay of a beautiful island. The ship is fully
provisioned, he discovers, but the crew is missing. As Roberto explores the different cabinets in the hold,
he looks back on various episodes from his life: Ferrante, his imaginary evil brother; the siege of Casale,
that meaningless chess move in the Thirty Years' War in which he lost his father and his illusions; and
the lessons given him on Reasons of State, fencing, the writing of love letters, and blasphemy. In this
“intellectually stimulating and dramatically intriguing” novel, Umberto Eco conjures a young dreamer
searching for love and meaning; and an old Jesuit who, with his clocks and maps, has plumbed the
secrets of longitudes, the four moons of Jupiter, and the Flood (Chicago Tribune).
Technology Review
The Number
Life as We Knew it
Black Newspapers Index
The Seneca Review
The Dragon Waiting
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Canada's automotive "Dr. Phil" says there's never been a better time to buy a new car or truck,
thanks to a stronger Canadian dollar, a worldwide recession driving prices downward, and a more
competitive Japanese auto industry that's still reeling from a series of natural disasters.
Indiana Review
Owls of the Eastern Ice
Sixteenth-Century Entradas in the American Southwest and Southeast
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